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DEALER

Stone Cold Classics
Sevenoaks, Wrotham, England, Kent, TN15
7RR, United Kingdom

DETAILS

Item type:  For Sale

Posted on :  13/11/2023

DESCRIPTION

A fully restored Mini Cooper Mk2 in very rare Monotone black. In its factory Monotone black, a
very rare special factory order colour, it looks stunning. This is an early Mk2 Cooper with 10
previous owners (all documented) and it comes with a file of invoices for the extensive
restoration, new Rose-petal 10 inch alloys and Yokohama tyres (including the spare). Recent
expenditure includes some suspension work to correct the ride height and some work to the
gear linkage. Monotone black with Wood & Pickett style black vinyl seats, black carpets and
headliner, 7 port modified head, straight cut gears with KAD quickshift, 7.9 inch vented front
discs with 4 pot calipers, 3 spoke wooden steering wheel, chrome mirrors, front Lucas spot
lights with covers (new old stock), 10 inch Rose Petal wheels, rear spot/reversing light.
Incredible restored condition throughout, paint is excellent with no hint of rust anywhere.
Chrome is shiny with no pitting, the seats, carpet and headliner are amazing. Wheels are like
new and the underside is as good as the top. Engine bay presents very respectfully. In the boot
is excellent with spare Rose Petal wheel and tool kit. The car is MOT and tax exempt and
therefore ULEZ compliant, but nevertheless the car has a new MOT with no advisories.
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Morris MINI 1968
Price £22,995

https://www.motorfreeads.co.uk/121297


Year:  1968

VAT applicable?:  No

Region:  South East

ITEM ADDRESS

2, Gasoline Alley, Sevenoaks, England, Kent, TN15 7RR, United Kingdom
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Morris MINI 1968
Price £22,995

https://maps.google.com/?q=2,%20Gasoline%20Alley,%20Sevenoaks,%20England,%20Kent,%20TN15%207RR,%20United%20Kingdom
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